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Finally at HSY’s show tonight it felt like Dubai!, the social set were out in force to support

one of Dubai’s fashion  favourite’s.

Was having a quick chat to the marketing department at Samsung before the show,

apparently Hussian Sheheryar Yasin is pretty famous in Pakistan.

He’s got a pretty good fan base In Dubai that’s for sure, a good looking addition to the

social scene, HSY is often pictured out and about with his pals when he’s here.

The atmosphere prior to and at the show was fantastic. In true Dubai style everyone really

dressed up for the show, I took some great pics with my Samsung pixon 12 for the styling

it page of Hellwafashion.com.

Front Row line up was impressive: Sarah Belhasa, Rekha Tourani, Alejandra Tokoph all

made an appearance.

HSY is a Dubai Fashion week regular, and he stuck with his signature style, which is

America meets Pakistan. Some heavily logo’d pieces interspersed with traditional

pakastani mens wear & colourful dresses with a lot of detailing for women.

Sophie Longhurst put in an appearance on the Catwalk & a lot of the models wore knee

length boots with dresses, which I thought surprising considering OTK or thigh high boots

are one of the biggest fashion trends right now. Though we may be going back to knee

high for S/S10 it's possible HSY knows something we don't. Most of the collection would

not be to my personal taste, but his target market certainly love him. Whatever he’s doing

he’s doing right.

I liked the show itself, mainly as the atmosphere was so good. He also had an unusual

finish in that the models stood along the sides so those of us on the front row were

literally inches away from the male models (yum!) & the models walked twice through the

centre of the catwalk.

Was an enjoyable show & evening & I’m sure HSY’s popularity will go from strength to

strength.

For more info on HSY: www.hsystudio.com

For pics straight from the runway taken with Samsung pixon 12 check:

http://www.twitpic.com/photos/hellwafashion
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